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IN BRIEF
White House starts anti-opioid
ad campaign aimed at youth
The White House launched an antiopioid advertising campaign targeting
young people Thursday. The Trump
administration declared the epidemic
a public health emergency in October.
Actors in the new public education
campaign re-enact the actual stories
of young adults when they were in the
throes of opioid addiction.
It was created by the Truth Initiative, which helped bring down cigarette smoking among young people
over the past 20 years with its ads.

Texas school district where 10
were fatally shot adds police
The Texas school district where
eight students and two teachers were
fatally shot last month has increased
the number of police officers and
guards on campuses.
The Santa Fe Independent School
District said the increased security
presence began Wednesday at the district southeast of Houston.

Yellowstone head says Trump
administration forcing him out
Yellowstone National Park’s superintendent says he’s being forced out
after disagreements with the Trump
administration over how many bison
the park can sustain.
Superintendent Dan Wenk last
week announced he intended to retire
March 30, 2019. He said Thursday that
he’s been informed a new superintendent will be in place in August.
Wenk said he wasn’t given a reason,
and the only dispute he’s had with
Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke was over
bison. Ranchers in neighboring Montana, where Zinke served as a congressman, have long sought reductions in bison. Wenk says the current
population is sustainable.

Sweden truck attacker convicted
of murder, receives life term
An Uzbek man who drove a stolen
beer truck into a crowd in Stockholm
last year, killing five people and
wounding 14 others, was convicted
Thursday of terror-related murder and
given a life sentence.
Rakmat Akilov had said he wanted
to punish Sweden for joining a coalition against the Islamic State militant
group.

Weather, danger halt search for
survivors at Guatemala volcano
Rescuers suspended search-andrecovery efforts Thursday at villages
devastated by the eruption of Guatemala’s Volcano of Fire, leaving people
with missing loved ones distraught.
Conred, the national disaster agency, said weather conditions and stillhot volcanic material were making it
dangerous for rescuers.
Prosecutors also ordered an investigation into whether emergency protocols were followed properly, as many
residents were caught with little or no
time to evacuate.
From staff and wire reports
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Cardboard
overruns
landfills

Trump issued
order but hasn’t
filled posts to fix
U.S. infrastructure

Online shopping has
boosted use of boxes
as recycling declines

John Fritze
USA TODAY

Elizabeth Weise

WASHINGTON – Nearly 10 months
after signing an executive order to
speed environmental reviews of infrastructure projects, the Trump administration has failed to name key federal
officials charged with implementing
the policy.
President Trump frequently criticizes the time it takes to review highway, bridge and other projects, and his
administration is working to cut the
average review to two years. But critics
say it is the White House itself that has
been slow to appoint some of the caretakers of his effort.

USA TODAY

SAN FRANCISCO – Walk down
the street on garbage day in many
towns, and evidence of our love affair with online shopping is plain to
see. Recycling bins overflow with
boxes from Amazon, eBay, Walmart
and others.
All those folded and flattened
corrugated cardboard boxes are a
testament to Americans’ diligent recycling efforts — to a degree.
A USA TODAY analysis of several
industry studies on cardboard use
and recycling paints a different story. Americans are sending more corrugated cardboard to the landfill
than to recycling plants compared
with past years.
Online sales have surged in the
past five years, and cardboard use
jumped 8% in the same period, according to the American Forest & Paper Association. Yet cardboard recycling has dropped.
Last year, 300,000 fewer
tons of corrugated paper
were recycled in the USA
than in the year before,
even as domestic consumption increased 3.5%,

President Trump frequently
criticizes the time it takes
to review highway, bridge
and other projects.
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Cardboard recycling down as online sales rise
Cardboard recovery rate:

E-commerce rate:
(as a percentage of total U.S. retail sales)
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Trump made fixing the nation’s
crumbling infrastructure a central
theme of his campaign and has described lengthy environmental assessments of infrastructure projects
as standing in the way. One study
found that the typical project takes
six years to clear federal regulatory
hurdles.
Despite the president’s interest in
the issue, he has not selected a chair of
the Council on Environmental Quality,
a White House office that plays a major
role overseeing environmental reviews. He has not named the head of a
permitting council charged with monitoring those assessments.
Several top positions at the Department of Transportation, including the
head of the Federal Aviation Administration and the Federal Highway
Administration, are filled with acting
administrators.
“One of the key things the White
House isn’t doing is using the permitting council to knock heads together,”
said Scott Slesinger, legislative director at the National Resources Defense
Council. “You need to put the money

SOURCE U.S. Census, American Forest & Paper Association
KARL GELLES/USA TODAY
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tting the entity created by a 2015 law aimed at
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Ciara Matthews, a spokeswoman for
Republican Gov. Greg Abbott of Texas,
said the governor’s office had not heard

Cardboard

estimated.
China — a big buyer of U.S. corrugated boxes — is being pickier about what it
buys. It will no longer accept bales of
cardboard that are contaminated.
“China has stopped buying, and the
recyclers in the United States can’t find
enough buyers, so some of that goes to
landfill. And that’s not eco-friendly at
all,” said Hanna Zhao, a senior economist who follows global recovered-paper markets for RISI, a forestry consulting firm in Bedford, Mass.

Continued from Page 1B

according to the AF&PA.
Without enough cardboard sent to
recycling centers to be used to create
new boxes, manufacturers may need
more timber. Recycled content and
timber each make up about half of
what’s in a corrugated box.
“We need those boxes to come back.
The alternative is trees,” said Bill
Moore of Moore & Associates, a recycling industry consultant in Atlanta.

From box-store baler to the curb
For all our efforts to flatten boxes
into recycling bins, consumers aren’t
that good at recycling cardboard.
Many of the cardboard shipping
boxes used to go to retail stores. Workers at your local Kmart, Sears or Target
would load the flattened boxes into a
machine that bound them into bales
that the stores could resell for $74 or
more a ton. Grocery and big-box stores
recycled 90% to 100% of their cardboard, Moore estimated.
Consumers aren’t as efficient at it.
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isting authority.”

Online shopping’s ripple effect
Garbage companies are starting to
rethink the size of their recycling bins.
ELIZABETH WEISE/USA TODAY

About 40% of Americans either don’t
have access to or don’t sign up for curbside recycling, said Betsy Dorn, director
of RSE USA, a sustainable-packaging
consulting firm in Orlando.
Few recycle all their cardboard, often
because it’s a hassle. The city of Charlotte asks residents to tear or cut it into
pieces that fit loosely into recycling
carts and tells people not to fold it.
Nationally, consumers send back
25% of their cardboard for reuse, Dorn

Online retailers are dealing with the
problem. Ten years ago, Amazon introduced 100% recyclable packing, so
products can ship in their original packaging. That reduced the number of boxes by 500 million over the decade.
Walmart increased its number of box
sizes from 11 to 27, to use the least
amount of cardboard.
Those moves haven’t help improve
recycling rates.
The problem is expected to become
more urgent. E-commerce will make up
25% of all retail sales by 2025, according
to ABIresearch, suggesting more boxes
could go from doorstep to trash.

olerance’ policy crams courts
Hundreds
of
immigrant
rights
advocates
rally at the
Federal
Building in
Lower
Manhattan
against
U.S. border
policies.
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